HISTORICAL: GLO H. Meldrum Page 67  1893
Bk 4 Page 52 W.E. Anderson  1949
MAP A-271 H.P. Kern 1916 -- Subdivision of Section 7
MAP B-535 H.J. Russel 1967 -- Forestry Subdivision
MAP A-1684 John L. Caruth 1969

CONDITION

* GOOD 40" Spruce Stump 7' High with scarring on west side of
Stump  -- Beard S 86°E 27 16
* Decaying 28" Stump Beard N 84°W 5 94
* Now 36" Hem with visible 24" Hemlock N 25°E 19 8
* Now 40" Hem unexposed 30" Hemlock S 57°W 20 2

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap with 10" Tile filled with concrete

* 96 " Hat Section  

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS: Placed yellow tags on all found B.T.S.
Corner is 5" above ground. Corner is located 75' SE of creek on a
side hill. 10' Alder S 32°E 310 no scarring. Has Q.S.B.E Corner Tag

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur
George Urrey

DATE: 3-25-69